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fishing industries have only recently been introduced. Nor was
foreign labour engaged until native labour had proved to be
inefficient even where and when procurable.
Were the problem of the future of 48,000 natives of the islands
limited to their employment in industry it would not be one of a
very serious importance, for industry is, and is likely to remain,
very restricted.   But the natives are at the same time the principal
proprietors of the soil, that is to say the owners of the greater
part of the surface area.    Unfortunately they are as inefficient
and as idle in their agricultural pursuits as they are in their other
work, with the result that a great extent of the islands consists of
uncleared and unproductive forest land.    Such coco-nut planta-
tions as they own are decreasing in value, owing to neglect and to
the economic situation which renders barely remunerative the
harvesting of the coco-nut and the preparation of copra.    Mean-
while they are bringing no new land under cultivation so that the
area of agricultural and productive property on the main islands
is extremely small.   Nor is there much inducement for the native
to increase it.    The forest land which is mainly owned by
individual natives, or by native communities, produces all they
require for their subsistence without any effort on their part
They have only to pluck the wild fruits and to carry them
home.    But besides its economic aspect the question presents
another and more important consideration—its  political and
social significance.    What is to be the future of these 48,000
natives ?
By the existing law the proprietorship of native land cannot
be transferred by purchase, or by any other means, to a foreigner
—Japanese or other—though it can be disposed of amongst the
natives themselves. Were this regulation to be repealed there is,
little doubt that the natives, thriftless, ignorant and careless,
would be tempted to sell for a handful of silver their rights of
possession and would in a very short period of time have spent
the sum received, to find themselves without land and without
money. By the existing laws the natives are permitted, with the
consent of the Japanese authorities, to lease land to foreigners, but
so incapable are the majority of them to safeguard their own
interest that such leases are bound to result in abuses. In other
countries where similar circumstances are found this system of
direct lease between native and foreigner has proved very
/unsatisfactory. It would be infinitely preferable that the Govern-
ment should become the tenant, on a long lease, of the native

